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Background



High throughput sequencing applications

First aim= Can you sequence the 
products of these biological processes?

Ans: Yes (advances in various experiments)

Makinen et al



High throughput sequencing applications

Second aim: Can you determine the location
of these reads?

Yes – we map the reads to where they belong
(not all the time correct)

Makinen et al



De novo vs mapping approach
Mapping is less complicated and more intuitive
Can gather lots of information from many individuals given a good reference
But, information on repeats/ gene families / de novo genes / large structural 
variants are more difficult to detect

Assembly is powerful but also computationally demanding
And is your question worth the trouble to assemble 100 strains?

In practice, people do a combination of both approaches
In humans, de novo genomes of references and cancer cells are being 
generated. In butterflies, many assemblies to reveal super gene



Recommended paper

https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/2003/2003.00110.pdf
Note: a preprint

”…Our review provides a survey of algorithmic foundations and methodologies 
across alignment methods for both short and long reads. We provide rigorous 
experimental evaluation of 11 read aligners to demonstrate the effect of these underlying 
algorithms on speed and efficiency of read aligners. We separately discuss how longer 
read lengths produce unique advantages and limitations to read alignment 
techniques. We also discuss how general alignment algorithms have been tailored 
to the specific needs of various domains in biology, including whole transcriptome, 
adaptive immune repertoire, and human microbiome studies. “

https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/2003/2003.00110.pdf


Preface

https://twitter.com/pathogenomenick/status/575626319616176128



We all know…

https://twitter.com/pathogenomenick/status/575626319616176128



Logical answer

https://twitter.com/pathogenomenick/status/575626319616176128



The real cost of sequencing



Long reads are now common

• Most users should and will be mainly 
analyzing Paired-end Illumina reads
(typically 150 bases)

• Pacific Biosciences or Oxford 
Nanopore (long reads) are increasingly 
very common



Mapping
Mapping is aligning the read to where the most likely origin within the 
reference/assembly

Sequence alignment has not changed and will remain a classic problem
Tradeoffs of speed, accuracy and sensitivity 

Sequence data we want to map:
- Mostly nucleotide
Very short evolutionary distances (human to reference, isolate/strain to 
reference, ’slightly diverged’ strain will result in less mapped reads)
A lot of reads– needs faster processing per read (BLAST is too slow!)

There are some assumptions to make alignment process faster 
(like allows most 2 mismatches)



https://www.nature.com/articles/nbt0509-455.pdf

https://www.nature.com/articles/nbt0509-455.pdf


All the mappers!

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/~nf/hts_mappers/
(link no longer working; last updated 2018)

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/~nf/hts_mappers/




Heng Li has contributed a dozen of those mappers

Author of maq, bwa, bwa-mem, wtdbg2 
and minimap2…

http://www.liheng.org/

http://www.liheng.org/


How?

Brute force comparison
Smith-Waterman
Suffix Tree
Burrows-Wheeler Transform 



Brute force

1. 2. 3. 

4. 

Credit: Mike Zody



Exact matching

Ben Langmead



https://www.nature.com/articles/nbt0509-455.pdf

https://www.nature.com/articles/nbt0509-455.pdf


Mapping (hash table)

Identify all the seeds in the index
Determine the most likely location 
Perform Smith-Waterman alignment to fully align
Output (important)

Example: BLAST, MAQ (Heng Li 2008)



Suffix tree

Credit: Mike Zody ; Trapnell et al (2009)

But suffix can be very 
very big if data 
structure not 
considered carefully!



Burrows-Wheeler Transform
A transformation that will result in many repeated characters

This means it’s easy to compress
And an elegant way to search!  

Wiki



https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-54064-1_6

https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-54064-1_6


https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-54064-1_6

https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-319-54064-1_6


Credit: Mike Zody

Sort





Trapnell et al (2009)

BWT – a summary

Stores all possible suffixes to enable fast string matching

Much smaller memory footprint than hash table 
(hash table need to store all different kmers) 

Examples:
MUMMER, bwa, bowtie2

Still need local alignment in final step 



Hash table vs. BWT

Trapnell et al (2009)

Hash table

BWT



Hash table vs. BWT  strengths and weaknesses 

Ponstingl and Ning

Burrows-Wheeler, e.g. bwa, bowtie 
– Fast, esp. (multiple) exact matches 
– High sensitivity at repetitive regions 
– less robust at high genomic variation (because you need to retry 
with a substitution)

Hashing (overlapping k-mer words, e.g SMALT, Stampy) 
– Slower (more memory hungry) 
– Less sensitivity at repetitive regions 
– tolerate high genomic variation 
– partial alignments (junction reads) easier 
– Flexible (multiple sequencing platforms) 



Choose an mapper/ aligner

Credit: Golden Helix inc

Hash based approaches are more suitable for divergent alignments 
General rule: 

<2% divergence -> BWT 
E.g. human samples

>2% divergence -> hash based approach 
E.g. wild sample alignments ; 

Watch out for latest advancement ; and don’t stay at one for too long



33

Detecting structural variations (ideally assembly is probably 
better)

Baker (2012)



What to do with repetitive (multi) reads?

Treangen et al (2012)



What about long read mapping?

• BLASR and Daligner designed for long error-prone (but random) reads (PacBio) 
• Now there’s alternative such as GMAP and minimap2 which are much faster

https://doi.org/10.1186/1471-2105-13-238

https://doi.org/10.1186/1471-2105-13-238


What about long read mapping?

• BLASR
• One of the first tools in long read alignments (meaning it’s easier to understand) 
• Combines multiple methods 
• Starts by finding short exact matches using suffix or B-W 
• Next locally identifies a linear chain of shorter exact matches 
• Performs banded Smith-Waterman constrained by the shorter exact matches 

https://doi.org/10.1186/1471-2105-13-238

https://doi.org/10.1186/1471-2105-13-238


Minimap2 – the most popular tool to use in long read
alignment

https://github.com/lh3/minimap2

1 Indexing

2-4 Collect and sort seeds

5-7 Reference mappings

Note: It is the backbone of
many assemblers and 
applications 

https://github.com/lh3/minimap2


What about even longer mappings (genome vs genome)



What about even longer mappings (genome)



Mapping algorithm – a summary 

Build an index of your reference

Align your reads to your index
Choose an aligner!

Bowtie2, BWA-MEM, SMALT
Minimap2, GMAP, MUMMER4 (Pacbio or Nanopore)

As reads get longer, there seems to be a new generation of mappers arriving

Use the output to do subsequent analysis 
What’s the output?
How to use this output?



Mapping algorithm – a summary 

CPU time Memory (GB)

https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/2003/2003.00110.pdf
Note: a preprint

• Improvement in both indexing and seed searching
• Allows more applications to be developed

https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/2003/2003.00110.pdf


For your reference – speedups in various alignment 
algorithms including BLAST

https://www.nature.com/articles/nmeth.3176.pdf

• Improvement in both indexing and seed searching
• Allows more applications to be developed

https://www.nature.com/articles/nmeth.3176.pdf


Mapping process



Back to the beginning: FASTQ

http://www.illumina.com/content/dam/illumina-
marketing/documents/products/technotes/technote_under
standing_quality_scores.pdf

Quality score

Sequence
Read ID

http://www.illumina.com/content/dam/illumina-marketing/documents/products/technotes/technote_understanding_quality_scores.pdf


QC first - always always the first step

• Contamination! * 
• Is it of good quality?

• Read quality
• Adaptor contamination
• Insert size distribution
• PCR duplicate rate

• Is it your species or someone else’s (sample swap)?



Sequence quality - FastQC

http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/

Good (unlikely) Bad



Basically the adaptor sequence can appear everywhere 
(but in a logic way)

Illumina

Totally fail to circularise

Best case 
(a bit of adaptor at the end)

Bad

Okay

Okay



FastQC will offer some insights in adaptor 
TACAGAGG overrepresented – what is it?



Trimmomatic for quality and adaptor trimming 
(many other tools also exist)

Bolger et al., (2014)



Check what your samples contain - Blobology

https://github.com/blaxterlab/blobology



Source of contamination

• Difficult to remove (gut from microorganisms)
• Fail to remove
• Not careful
• Bad company
• Sequencer carry over (from previous run)
• Sample (barcode) mix up 

• Or simply bad day 
(not your fault)



Source of contamination

….In this study we screened over 18,000 publicly available microbial isolate genome
sequences in the Integrated Microbial Genomes database and identified more than 1000
genomes that are contaminated with PhiX, a control frequently used during Illumina
sequencing runs. ….…The presence of PhiX contamination in several publicly available
isolate genomes can result in additional errors when such data are used in comparative
genomics analyses. Such contamination of public databases have far-reaching
consequences in the form of erroneous data interpretation and analyses, and
necessitates better measures to proofread raw sequences before releasing them to the
broader scientific community.



Sample storage matters (case of humans)

3 months storage resulted in less efficient DNA extraction
High fragmentation: loss of material
Decrease in library complexity
High increase in PCR duplicates, 60-85% for FFPE vs. 
30% for FF

C > U deamination is a common cause of artifacts
U-tolerant polymerase didn’t help
Pattern, T <> C, A <> G transition

The fraction of mapped reads decreases with storage 
time

Increase in partial mappings
Increase in gapped mappings Hedegaard et al. 2014



Mapping output format: SAM/BAM

Spec defined by maq/bwa/samtools author Heng Li

SAM: text version 
tab-delimited 
Exome (GBs) ; Whole genome (TBs)

BAM: binary/compressed version
indexed so it’s faster to look up using samtools
Exome (1-2GBs) ; Whole genome (GBs)



SAM file header
Always start with @

Contains “background” 
information 

@HD = Header
@SQ = Sequence 
dictionary



SAM file header

Very detailed in how one should 
specify the headers 

Subsequent programs (like 
variant calling) will use these 
info

http://samtools.github.io/hts-
specs/SAMv1.pdf

http://samtools.github.io/hts-specs/SAMv1.pdf


SAM file mapping

Read 1

Read 2

Sorted by chromosome position 



SAM file mapping



SAM file spec

http://samtools.github.io/hts-specs/SAMv1.pdf

http://samtools.github.io/hts-specs/SAMv1.pdf


SAM file mapping

HWI-M01162:89:000000000-AC0DK:1:2103:24027:15590
163
PNOK.scaff0001.C
539
60
300M
=
680
441 CGATAACAAATAATCACATGGTATGTTTCTATTGTCACTACAAGATTACTGATCATTCCATTTGCAACGATGG

CGTGATCCTCGCATCATACAATTACTAACTAAGGAGACCTGACGAGTATTTATACCAAAGAGGTCTACAGGA
GAGGGGAGTCAAATCCCCACCTCTCGTCTCTTTAGATCCTCTCATTACCTCGCTTCGCTGCGCTCAGCTTC
GAACCTAATAGTTAAGTGTCACGTGATTAGGATTAGTAAGCAAATTACTTAATCATATGGTCACTAATATGCT
TTGTCATAGAT

B>>FFFFFFFFFFFFEFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFGC4FGFFFGGFFCGGGGGGGGGFGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG
GGDDGGGGGGGGGF9GGGFGGGGGFFGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGFGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGEGGGGGGGGGGGGGG
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGCCCCC

Storing everything means fastq can be
deleted (if you are not going to try different
aligners and have same pipeline)



SAM flags

http://gatkforums.broadinstitute.org/gatk/discussion/7019/s
am-flags-down-a-boat

http://gatkforums.broadinstitute.org/gatk/discussion/7019/sam-flags-down-a-boat


CIGAR String a few examples
ATCGATCGATCGATCG

ATGGACGATTCGTGAA

Reference

Read mapping = 5M1D3M1I3M4S

Soft clip usually the result of lower mapping 
quality



CIGAR string of long reads



Mapping quality

Probability that a read is mapped incorrectly

Useful for calling SNP later on

Function of
Uniqueness
Number of mismatches
Number of indels
Quality of bases in read

MQ30 = 1 in 1000 alignment is wrong
MQ40 = 1 in 10000 alignment is wrong



Post mapping QC: insert size in PE mapping?

DNA fragment length should be longer than most repeat size in your genome
No point to boost up coverage if your fragment len < repeat lengtg



Insert size

3K

5K

8K

10K

20K
mapped reads: 
98.95%

mapped reads: 
99.00%

mapped reads: 
99.06%

mapped reads: 
98.86%

mapped reads: 
98.86%



Post mapping QC – how much coverage?

Barnett et al., (2011) bamtools

2963812 reads 
x 300 bp per read
/ 32000000bp genome
= 27.8X

This number is overestimated because
1. ~1.3% not mapped
2. Trimmed reads (not all reads have now 300bp)



In mapping:
• ~15X for SNP calling in bacteria
• ~30X for SNP calling in diploid (to delineate heterozygous bases)
• >50X for exome (because you need to be sure)
• No point with >100X in the Illumina world

1 million dollar question: how much coverage is better



PCR duplicates during sample prep
= the same fragment is sequenced again and again and again

Some worse than others (because starting material is not good)
< 5% is good

High duplication rate will lead to problems in downstream analysis 
Example: 30X ; 1 out of ~30 fragment get duplicated 15 times 
= skew allele frequency
= false SNP discovery

Can be detected (and removed) by read pairs map at the complete 
position. We usually keep one copy only

PCR duplicates



Can be detected (and removed) by read pairs map at the complete position. 
We usually keep one copy only

PCR duplicates

Broad - GATK



De- duplication

Broad - GATK



Case study: Check lane quality and assembly



Case study: Check lane quality and assembly



Sequencing biases

Quail et al 2012



Platform specific biases

Quail et al 2012



Experiment biases

Tsai et al 2014



Mapping output: A summary

There is a lot you can do from the initial mapping output
Post mapping QC
Assembly QC

At this point you should decide whether
it’s a good run and you can go ahead to the next stage
you need additional run
you need to abandon the whole run



Variant calling 



Variant calling 

You have just:
Mapped the reads to where they belong (supposedly) 
Provided accurate mapping quality scores

Next:
Give the correct file (BAM) to variant callers

How to determine the above are correct?



SNP discovery

…ATCGATGACTGACTGACTGGTTGAC…

ATCGATGACTGACTGAATGGTTGAC
ATCGATGACTGACTGAATGGTTGAC
ATCCATGACTGACTGAATGGTTGAC
ATCGATGACTGACTGAATGGTTGAC
ATCGATAACTGACTGAATGGTTGAC
ATCGATGACTGAGTGAATGGTTGAC
ATCGATGACTGAGTGAATGGTTGAC
ATCGATGACTGAGTGAATGGTTGAC
ATCGATGACTGAGTGAATGGTTGAC
ATCGATGACTGAGTGAATGGTTGAC

reference

10X

Heterozygous and homozygous SNP



INDELS (insertion deletions) and Structural 
variations



SNP Discovery: Base Qualities

High quality Low quality

Michael Strömberg



SNPs & Bayesian Statistics 
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Strategies that improve variant calling
• Local realignment
• Duplicate marking
• Base quality recalibration
• Population structure and imputation



Local realignement

DePristo et al. Nat Genet 2011



Local realignement - principle

GATK, Broad



Base quality recalibration

GATK, Broad



http://gatkforums.broadinstitute.org/discussion/44/bas
e-quality-score-recalibration-bqsr

http://gatkforums.broadinstitute.org/discussion/44/base-quality-score-recalibration-bqsr


Improve beyond analysis-ready reads
• Local realignment
• Duplicate marking
• Base quality recalibration
• Population structure and imputation



Using haplotypes for base calling

• Suppose that only 2 haplotypes have been observed in a 
population:

Chr1: ..........A....T.......G..........
Chr1: ..........C....G.......A..........

• And that you observe the following reads:
......A....N.......G..   

..A....N.......G.....
...A....N.......G...

• Can you guess the value of N ?



Building haplotypes

Yoshida et al (2015)



Use multiple samples

Nielsen et al (2012)



Haplotype imputation increase genotype 
accuracy

Nielsen et al (2012)



BAM files

Raw variants (VCF)

200 GB

1 GB

GATK
samtools
freeBayes
cortex_var

10 hours

Adapted from Mark DePristo

File size File format Tools Time

Recalibrated BQ, duplicates removed

Sites with non-reference bases are 
genotyped



VCF format

Mandatory header line

Mandatory header line

Reference base

Alternative base

Quality score

https://samtools.github.io/hts-specs/VCFv4.2.pdf

Allele frequency, read depth, etc.



Variant filtering
Raw variant calls have a lot of false positives. 

How to filter?
Which one do you look at first?

Manual filtering based on different parameters 
allele frequency, quality score, depth of coverge…
Location (contig ends SNPs are usually inaccurate)
Case by case

look at the strongest effect filter



Annotating variants
• Annotations using reference genomes

Programs available: SNP-eff, annovar
• Calculate effects:

• Coding (e.g. Syn, Non-Syn, Stop gained, Splice)
• Non-coding (e.g. TFBS)

One of the mostly intensively research areas:
Linking variation to function 
Unfortunately, only applicable to humans

For a new species, you have to start from scratch



BAM files

Raw variants (VCF)

Filtered & annotated 
variants (VCF)

200 GB

1 GB

1 GB

samtools
GATK

freeBayes
cortex_var

Expert user judgment

GATK
snpSift & snpEff

10 hours

days

30 min

Adapted from Mark DePristo

File size File format Tools Time

Recalibrated BQ, duplicates removed

Sites with non-reference bases are 
genotyped

Separate true segregating variation 
from machine/alignment artifacts 



Structural variation (short reads) 



More difficult structural variants 

Alkan et al. 2011

Traditional structural variations
Can we see them in higher resolution?



More difficult structural variants 

Structural Variants (SVs): Genomic rearrangements that affect 
>50bp (or 100bp, or 1Kb) of sequence, including:

• deletions
• novel insertions 
• inversions
• mobile-element transpositions 
• duplications
• translocations 

Alkan et al. 2011



SV classes

Alkan et al. 2011



Aaron Quinlan

Again, our understanding is driven by technology



Strategies for calling SVs from NGS data

Baker Nat Methods 2012

1.

2.

3. 4.



Discordant read pairs

Read 1 Read 2

insert size

Concordant Discordant
(distance too long)

Discordant
(distance too short)

Genomic distance between mapped paired tags

Reads pairs are also Discordant when order or orientation isn’t as expected.
Do they fall into particular region of the assembly?



Using discordant reads to detect SVs

Adapted from Aaron Quinlan

Weaknesses
Difficult to interpret read-pairs in repetitive regions
Difficult to fully characterize highly rearranged 
regions
High rate of false positives

Strengths:
Most classes of variation can, in principle, be 
detected



Read-depth

Aaron Quinlan



Read-depth can be used to call aneuploidies

Whole-genome sequencing of two lung cancer cell lines. 
Each has a different pattern of duplications, deletions and 
translocations a) cell line H441 b) cell line A549

https://nanoporetech.com/

https://nanoporetech.com/


Split reads

Rausch et al. Bioinformatics 2012



Strategies for calling SVs from NGS data

4.

Baker Nat Methods 2012



De novo assembly for SVs

Alkan et al. 2011 



Summary of strategies for calling SVs (short reads)

Aaron Quinlan



Bottom line for short reads calling SVs : try many 
methods and validate

Mills et al. Nature 2011 Kloosterman et al. 2015



Visual validation: a deletion

Aaron Quinlan



Visual validation: a duplication

Aaron Quinlan



• long reads are superior to short reads with regard 
to detection of de novo chromothripsis
rearrangements. 

• long reads also enable efficient phasing of 
genetic variations, which we leveraged to 
determine the parental origin of all de novo 
chromothripsis breakpoints and to resolve the 
structure of these complex rearrangements. 



Structural variants: A summary

Actually it’s all the same methods

Reference assembly -> check depth -> detect duplication

New assembly -> check depth -> detect ploidy chromosomes / mis-
assemblies

Current: SV should be called using long reads



Second aim: Can you determine the location
of these reads?

Yes – we map the reads to where they belong
(not all the time correct)

Makinen et al

Other experiments requiring mapping



Other experiments requiring mapping

*-seq methodologies
Identify peaks!

How is peak 
different to coverage?

Hawkins et al 2010



Similar methods 
Different analysis

Hawkins et al 2010

Other experiments requiring mapping



Validation and standardisation

Genome in a Bottle Consortium
The Genome in a Bottle Consortium is a public-private-academic consortium
hosted by NIST to develop the technical infrastructure (reference standards,
reference methods, and reference data) to enable translation of whole
human genome sequencing to clinical practice.

NA12878 cell line, sequenced many platforms, read lengths and sample
preps ; A lot and lot of Benchmarks

https://sites.stanford.edu/abms/giab

Again, only in humans…

https://sites.stanford.edu/abms/giab


Ultimately, mapping is to quickly identify relationship 
between individuals / species once reference is known

Tradeoffs between $$$, sample 
size, sensitivity, speed



workflow of clinical labs / ecological samples 

Didelot et al 2012



single cell genomics

doi:10.1038/nrg3542



single cell genomics

Gawad et al 2016



Example









Reading materials

Introduction to Read-Based Alignment
http://evomicsorg.wpengine.netdna-cdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Intro-
Read-Alignment.pdf

Ben Langmead
http://www.langmead-lab.org/teaching-materials/

Additional references:
https://www.notion.so/References-papers-links-in-start-learning-genomics-
b7e57b28e9194bb29a02f483e0b894ad

http://evomicsorg.wpengine.netdna-cdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/Intro-Read-Alignment.pdf
http://www.langmead-lab.org/teaching-materials/
https://www.notion.so/References-papers-links-in-start-learning-genomics-b7e57b28e9194bb29a02f483e0b894ad


Written assignment

Construct a BWT of the following sequence:
ANNABANANA

Question:
1. What is the output of last column?
2. Write out how you searched the string ANNA

(hint: follow wiki*)

To be handed in 2020.04.15

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burrows%E2%80%93Wheeler_transform

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burrows%25E2%2580%2593Wheeler_transform

